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All-optical frequency-resolved optical gating for
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We demonstrate an all-optical approach for precise char-
acterization of attosecond extreme ultraviolet pulses. An
isolated attosecond pulse is produced from high-order
harmonics using an intense driving pulse with a proper
gating technique. When a weak field is synchronized with
the driver, it perturbs the harmonics generation process via
altering the accumulated phase of the electron trajectories.
The perturbed harmonic spectrum can be formulated as a
convolution of the unperturbed dipole and a phase gate,
implying the validity of complete reconstruction of isolated
attosecond pulses using a conventional frequency-resolved
optical gating method. This in situ measurement avoids
the central momentum approximation assumed in the
widely used attosecond streaking measurement, providing
a simple and reliable metrology for an isolated attosecond
pulse. ©2020Optical Society of America

https://doi.org/10.1364/OL.381188

Utilizing the process of high-harmonic generation (HHG) for
producing single attosecond (10−18 as) pulses [1–3] opens the
gate for observing ultrafast dynamics in atoms, molecules, and
solids [4–11]. Naturally, it is essential to acquire the complete
information of the advanced metrological tool before applica-
tion. However, for such ultrashort pulses, it is still challenging to
directly measure their temporal structure, as there is no means
with sufficient temporal resolution for attosecond pulse sam-
pling or available nonlinear materials for an autocorrelation
measurement. Fortunately, the short temporal scale of the
pulse always implies broad frequency distribution based on the
Fourier transform properties, which brings great convenience to
characterize attosecond pulses in the frequency domain.

In the past two decades, several schemes have been devel-
oped for attosecond pulse characterization in the frequency
domain. They are generally divided into two categories: ex
situ and in situ measurements [12]. For the former, the gen-
eration and diagnosis of attosecond pulses are performed in
different locations while, for the latter, both the generation
and measurement are carried out in the same target cell. An ex

situ scheme such as reconstruction of attosecond beating by
interference of two-photon transitions [13], attosecond streak
camera [14], and single-color two-photon above-threshold
ionization [15], converts extreme ultraviolet (EUV) pulse infor-
mation into photoelectron momentum and requires precise
measurement of the photoelectron spectrum using sophisti-
cated charged particle detecting systems. Today, the most used
method for complete characterization of the attosecond pulse
is the frequency-resolved optical gating-frequency-resolved
optical gating for complete reconstruction of attosecond bursts
(FROG-CRAB) method [16]. This method is valid as long
as the central momentum approximation is applicable [16].
Nevertheless, for attosecond pulses with low photon energy
near the ionization threshold of matter or ultrabroad spectral
bandwidth, the application is limited due to the breakdown
of the central momentum approximation. As for the in situ
scheme, it has previously been demonstrated by means of intro-
ducing an external second-harmonic pulse for breaking the
symmetry, and the emission time of HHG is encoded in the
even-order harmonics [17]. Later, Kim et al. demonstrated an
all-optical scenario for characterizing attosecond pulses in the
space-time domain [18]. In that scheme, a weak perturbing
pulse propagates non-collinearly with the fundamental with
a small deflection angle, and a FROG-like measurement is
performed in the space-momentum domain, allowing one to
measure the accurate spatial phase of the EUV pulse in the far
field. The relative spectral phase in this scheme is acquired via
the delay-dependent oscillation at different photon energies.
Both in situ methods only measure the group delay in HHG,
and more complex phase information such as high-order dis-
persion in an attosecond pulse calls for a more accurate phase
retrieval method.

In this Letter, we demonstrate an all-optical approach for
accurate characterization of the temporal structure of isolated
attosecond pulses. Our approach is inspired by the conventional
FROG [19], which has been wildly applied to femtosecond
pulse characterization. The conventional FROG trace can be
written in the following form:
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S0(ω, τ)=

∣∣∣∣∫ +∞
−∞

E (t)G(t, τ )e iωt dt

∣∣∣∣2
=

∣∣∣Ẽ (ω)⊗ G̃(ω, τ)
∣∣∣2, (1)

where τ represents the relative delay between the unknown field
E (t) and the gate G(t, τ ). The trace also can be expressed in
the frequency domain, as shown in the second row of Eq. (1),
where ⊗ is the convolution operator. Ẽ (ω) and G̃(ω, τ)
are the Fourier transform of E (t) and G(t, τ ), respectively.
Consequently, waveforms of both E (t) and G(t, τ ) can be
extracted via the efficient principal components generalized
projection algorithm [20]. A similar reconstruction procedure
is also applied in attosecond pulse characterization [15,16],
where the photoelectrons are liberated by EUV pulses to form
the FROG trace.

In our current all-optical scheme, a strong fundamental field
is used to drive high-harmonic radiation [21], and an isolated
attosecond pulse can be generated if an optical gating is properly
created [22–29]. An additional low-intensity (< 10−2) field
collinearly propagates with the driving field and perturbs the
dynamics of free electrons, which alters the accumulated phase
of free electron acquired in the driving field. By scanning the
relative delay between the perturbing and driving fields, the
spectrum of the attosecond pulse shows strong modulation in
both amplitude and central photon energy with respect to delay
[see Fig. 1(a)].

When the perturbing field is sufficiently weak, it does not
affect the ionization process, but mainly perturbs the free elec-
tron’s trajectory; then the time-dependent dipole moment can
be approximately written as [17]

Fig. 1. Principle of the all-optical FROG measurement of an
isolated attosecond pulse. (a) When a weak pulse E s is introduced
to perturb the high-harmonic generation process (trace B) driven by
the strong pulse E0, both the amplitude and frequency of the radi-
ated attosecond pulse will be altered depending on the relative delay.
(b) Calculated two-dimensional HHG spectrum. (c) Reconstructed
(solid lines) and original (dashed lines) attosecond pulses show good
agreement in both the intensity profile and temporal phase.

d(t, τ )=
∑

j
d j

0 (t)e
−iσ j (t,τ )

+ c.c. (2)

d j
0 (t) stands for the dipole moment with only driving field,

and the sub-script j stands for the corresponding quantum

trajectory. σ j (t, τ )=−
∫ t(t ′)

t ′ [PS − A0(t ′′)]AS(t ′′, τ )dt ′′ is
the additional phase induced by the perturbing pulse with t and
t ′ representing the ionization and recombination time, respec-
tively. PS , A0 and AS correspond to the canonical momentum,
the vector potential of the driving field, and the perturbing
field. If a single attosecond pulse is generated, i.e., a single
quantum trajectory is considered, Equation (2) is reduced to
d(t, τ )= d1

0 (t)e
−iσ 1(t,τ )

+ c.c.. The two-dimensional spectro-
gram trace is obtained by performing the Fourier transform of
the dipole acceleration a(t, τ )= d̈(t, τ ):

S(ω, τ)∝ |ã(ω, τ)|2 =ω4
∣∣∣d̃(ω, τ)∣∣∣2

=ω4
∣∣∣d̃1

0 (ω)⊗ H(ω, τ)
∣∣∣2, (3)

where H(ω, τ)= F [e−iσ 1(t,τ )
] is the Fourier transform of the

additional phase induced by the perturbing field. Equation (3)
is essentially identical to Eq. (1) with the phase term e−iσ 1(t,τ )

serving as a gate in a FROG trace. This implies that both d1
0 (t)

and e−iσ 1(t,τ ) can be extracted from the spectrogram trace using
the standard FROG algorithm.

Figure 1 shows the principle of the all-optical FROG method
for attosecond pulse reconstruction. When a few-cycle laser
pulse drives HHG, the cut-off harmonic shows a continuous
structure, supporting the generation of an isolated attosecond
pulse [trace B in Fig. 1(a)]. If a weak field is introduced, the
high-harmonic spectrum is perturbed and sensitively depends
on the relative delay between the two pulses. We performed
the simulation using Lewenstein’s model [1], in which the
total electric field consisting of the strong driving field and
the delayed perturbing field is used for HHG. Here we add
a window function on the radiation dipole moment of elec-
tron for selecting a single attosecond pulse in a short trajectory
region, i.e., mimic the isolate attosecond pulse generation.
The calculated two-dimensional neon HHG spectrum gen-
erated by a 2× 1014 W/cm2, 5 fs, 750 nm driving pulse and
a 2× 1011 W/cm2, 5 fs, 750 nm perturbing pulse is shown
in Fig. 1(b). Comparing the trace in Fig. 1(b) with a typical
FROG-CRAB trace, the major difference between them is that
the FROG-CRAB trace shows a clear delay-dependent central
momentum shift, while the strong yield modulation is a more
prominent effect in the trace of the current method. Assuming
the spectrogram in Fig. 1(b) can be expressed by Eq. (3), we can
then retrieve the attosecond pulse using the PCGP algorithm.
The retrieved results are shown in Fig. 1(c), which shows that
both the intensity profile and phase of the retrieved attosecond
pulse show good agreement with those of the original one,
proving the validity of our method.

Our experimental setup is based on a Mach–Zehnder inter-
ferometer, as shown in Fig. 2(a). A few-cycle near-infrared pulse
centered at 750 nm is split by a 20% reflection beam splitter.
The transmission beam serves as a driving field, which passes
through the double optical gating (DOG) optics [28,29] for
single attosecond pulse generation. A delay stage and an iris are
inserted in the reflection beam path for adjusting the relative
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Fig. 2. (a) Experimental layout of the all-optical FROG for isolated
attosecond pulse reconstruction. BS, beam splitter; QP1, 330 um
quartz plate; QP2, 470 um quartz plate; FO, focusing optics; BBO,
barium borate crystal; GJ, gas jet; Al, aluminum film. (b) Measured
spectrogram with a delay step size of 400 as. The inset shows the
oscillating central photon energy. (c) Retrieved trace. (d) Retrieved
temporal profile (blue solid line) and its phase (orange dotted line) of
the attosecond pulse.

delay between two pulses and the intensity of the perturbing
field, respectively. After that, two beams are recombined by
another 20% reflection beam splitter and focused into an argon
gas cell for HHG. In the gas cell, the effective intensity in the
DOG gate is estimated to be 2× 1014 W/cm2, while the leak
intensity of the perturbing field is less than 1%. The resid-
ual femtosecond near-infrared pulses after the HHG cell are
blocked by a 200 nm thick aluminum film. Finally, the spectrum
of the attosecond pulse is detected by an EUV spectrometer.

When the DOG optics are properly tuned, supercontin-
uum harmonic radiation is generated when only the intense
driving laser beam is present, as shown in the inset in Fig. 2(a).
An attosecond streaking experiment indicates that a single

attosecond pulse has been successfully generated (see Fig. 3). As
a delayed weak perturbing field is introduced, both the central
photon energy and amplitude of the HHG spectrum are oscil-
lating prominently as a function of delay, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Figure 2(b) resembles the main features of a perturbed har-
monic spectrogram as predicted by the simulation in Fig. 1(b).
Following the procedure introduced before, we can reconstruct
the temporal structure of the dipole moment, i.e., the attosec-
ond pulse. Figure 2(d) shows the retrieved temporal structure
of a single attosecond pulse with full width at half-maximum
of 272 as.

We also perform an attosecond streaking measurement to
compare with our all-optical FROG method. The experimental
setup is similar to that in Ref. [30]. The single attosecond pulse
and a delayed streaking field are focused into an effusive jet
backed with neon gas, and a field-free time of flight spectrom-
eter is used to measure the photoelectron spectrum. Figures 3(a)
and 3(b) show the measured and reconstructed streaking traces,
respectively. The temporal domain information of the retrieved
isolated attosecond pulse is shown in Fig. 3(c). The intensity
profile and phase of the retrieved attosecond pulse from the two
methods give rather similar results. It should be noted that the
central momentum approximation used in the FROG-CRAB
measurement may bring errors in retrieving attosecond pulses.
In contrast, the all-optical FROG method does not require this
approximation and, therefore, is an accurate technique without
any critical defect in the reconstruction process, except requiring
that the perturbing field is weak enough.

In general, any gating technique should be applicable for the
current all-optical method. In Fig. 1, we choose the amplitude
gating technique for convenience to illustrate the principle
of our method. To verify the validity of our experimental
results, we also performed the numerical simulation using
DOG with parameters similar to that in the experiment.
The time-dependent ellipticity of the driver is formed by two
counter-rotating 5 fs, 750 nm few-cycle pulses, and the linear
polarized gate for isolated pulse generation has an intensity
of 2.35× 1014 W/cm2. The perturbing pulse has an inten-
sity of 5× 1011 W/cm2. The simulated trace is shown in
Fig. 4(a). It exhibits a rather similar trace to the experimental
one in Fig. 2(b). Figure 4(c) shows the retrieved attosecond
pulse, which is consistent with the original one, confirming
that the current method is applicable for the DOG technique.
Equation (3) indicates that our scheme is applicable if a single
trajectory is selected. To test the generality of our method, we

Fig. 3. FROG-CRAB measurement of the isolated attosecond pulse. (a) Measured FROG-CRAB trace of neon gas. (b) Retrieved FROG-CRAB
trace. (c) Temporal information of the attosecond pulse retrieved via the all-optical FROG measurement (solid lines) and the FROG-CRAB measure-
ment (dashed lines). In both measurements, the attosecond pulse is generated under the same experimental conditions as Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Numerical analysis of the all-optical FROG measurement
of attosecond pulses generated from argon using DOG. (a) Calculated
two-dimensional harmonic spectrum when a single trajectory is
selected with a window function. (c) Retrieved (solid lines) isolated
attosecond pulse from the trace (a) as compared with the original
(dashed lines) one. (b) Calculated two-dimensional harmonic spec-
trum when both short and long trajectories are selected. (d) Retrieved
(solid lines) attosecond double pulse from trace (b) as compared with
the original one (dashed lines).

consider the case where both short and long trajectories exist.
(This can be realized by adding two window functions in the
radiation dipole.) The simulated perturbed high-harmonic
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(b). The interference between the
two trajectories leads to modulation along the energy axis. Since
more than one trajectory is included, strictly speaking, Eq. (3)
does not hold, and the retrieved time profile of the attosec-
ond pulses deviates from that of the original one slightly [see
Fig. 4(d)]. Nevertheless, the phase information of the two pulses
has been properly recovered, and the dual pulse structure is
revealed qualitatively, which is indeed valuable information for
attosecond experiments.

In conclusion, an all-optical FROG-like measurement
has been successfully demonstrated for complete reconstruc-
tion of an isolated attosecond pulse. It utilizes a weak field to
perturb a single HHG trajectory and forms a FROG trace
in the EUV domain. The current approach does not assume
the central momentum approximation generally used in the
FROG-CRAB measurement and, thus, can be potentially used
to diagnose attosecond pulses with more flexible spectral range.
It is a convenient and reliable all-optical technique for iso-
lated attosecond pulse characterization with broad application
prospects.
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